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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Francis Boyle is a repeat guest; I’ve interviewed him twice in 2020 about the likelihood of SARS-

CoV-2 having been engineered in a lab. Boyle’s background includes an undergraduate degree from

the University of Chicago, a juris doctor (lawyer) degree from Harvard and a Ph.D. in political

science. He’s a professor of international law at the University of Illinois College of Law, and wrote

the book, “Biowarfare and Terrorism.”

In 2020 when we initially dialoged, any mention of SARS-CoV-2 being a manmade bioweapon was

highly censored and had we uploaded that video to YouTube, we would have been banned early last

year rather than a few months ago. Today, the lab leak theory has been acknowledged as likely even

by bought-and-paid-for mainstream media.

We also have loads of documentation showing Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute

of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), funded unlawful gain-of-function research on

coronaviruses when there was a federal moratorium on that kind of research. The National

Institutes of Health and EcoHealth Alliance also appear to have colluded to avoid triggering a

secondary review of these gain-of-function experiments.

Unlawful Acts Have Occurred

In this interview, we explore some of the strategies Boyle has come up with as to how we can

prosecute these individuals for what they've been doing, because they're in direct violation of

legislation and treaties he wrote more than 30 years ago.

For decades, Boyle has advocated against the development and use of bioweapons, which he

suspects COVID-19 is. He called for biowarfare legislation as early as 1985, for the Biological

Weapons Convention, and drafted the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act  that ended up being

passed unanimously by both houses of Congress and signed into law by George Bush Sr. in 1989.

According to the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989:

“Whoever knowingly develops, produces, stockpiles, transfers, acquires, retains, or

possesses any biological agent, toxin, or delivery system for use as a weapon, or knowingly

assists a foreign state or any organization to do so, shall be >ned under this title or

imprisoned for life or any term of years, or both. There is extraterritorial Federal jurisdiction

over an offense under this section committed by or against a national of the United States.”

Accountability When Federal Authorities Have Been Captured

The problem we face today is we’ve come to realize that even our federal government has been

captured by forces that seek to destroy the U.S. from within. As such, there’s no way our federal

authorities — including federal judges — will ever seek to enforce the Biological Weapons Anti-

Terrorism Act.

How do we navigate this serious dilemma? Boyle believes there’s a way, and it involves focusing on

locally elected prosecutors. Depending on the state, they may go by titles such as district attorney,

state attorney, prosecuting attorney or county attorney.

“ If we can even get one out of 400 local
prosecutors to convene a grand jury and return
indictments for murder and conspiracy to commit
murder, this whole house of cards will collapse. ~
Francis Boyle”

Boyle explains the plan:

“I've been appearing before federal judges since 1982 on matters of courage, integrity and

principles. I can only think of one federal judge that gave us a fair trial. So, we can't rely

upon federal judges to pull our chestnuts out of the >re. That then gets me to the 10th

Amendment to the United States Constitution.

The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to

the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people ... My proposal is this:

The American people, at a state, local community basis, have to go to our local

prosecutors, that is states’ attorneys, district attorneys, county attorneys, any local

prosecutor. And the last I read there were well over 400 of these in the country.

These local prosecutors are not part of the federal system. They have been empowered by

the 10th Amendment to the United States Constitution. They are democratically elected by

the people of their community.

Federal judges are not elected by anyone. They're appointed by the President and once

they're on their bench with life tenure, they can only be removed by impeachment, which is

almost impossible, and their salaries cannot be reduced. They're like God Almighty up there

sitting on these federal benches.

Not so with state and local prosecutors. They're accountable to the people of the

community ... I think that if we can even get one out of 400 local prosecutors to convene a

grand jury and return indictments for murder and conspiracy to commit murder, this whole

house of cards will collapse ... So, what I am recommending is two steps: One on the

frankenshots and another on the COVID pandemic.”

Holding Criminals Accountable for the COVID Pandemic

Starting with the COVID pandemic, Boyle recommends getting organized on the local level, and

going around to all your local prosecutors, demanding they convene a grand jury to seek the

indictment of those responsible for COVID-19 for murder and conspiracy to commit murder. But

how do we begin to identify the culprits? Boyle says:

“The [2015] article, “SARS-Like Cluster of Circulating Bat Coronavirus Pose Threat for

Human Emergence,”  is the smoking gun on who is behind COVID-19. Who's on that

contract?

[Vineet] Menachery [Ph.D.] from the University of North Carolina and other people there,

including [Ralph] Baric [Ph.D.]. Twelve people are listed by name on this contract at the

UNC BSL 3. We also know that [zoologist Peter] Daszak was working with Baric on this

entire project. A person from the Food and Drug Administration was also involved in the

research, development and testing of COVID-19.

These are the exact same people, the FDA, who are authorizing all of these frankenshots,

including last week for kids from 5 to 11. So, they developed this biological warfare

weapon and now they're approving all the frankenshots. This is a one-two punch against

the American people ...

There is Harvard Medical School involved in the research, development and testing of

COVID-19 and offensive biological warfare weapons. We also know that Harvard was a

sponsoring the BSL 4 [biosafety level 4 lab] in Wuhan, China. That Wuhan BSL 4 is China's

Fort Detrick. There's no doubt about it in my mind.

And who is the current director of the CDC? [Dr. Rochelle] Walensky. She is from Harvard

Medical School. You can't believe anything the CDC or Walensky is telling you. They're bald-

faced liars and they always have been.

Indeed, the CDC has been involved in research, development and testing of offensive

biological warfare weapons, I've been able to determine from oecial government

documents, from the early 1980s. And they then — the CDC and Walensky — have rati>ed

the FDA’s approval of the frankenshots ... They're all working in cahoots with each other.

Also, if you read the footnotes of that article, they are working with Fort Detrick. So, they're

all in cahoots. You have Chinese Fort Detrick, you have our Fort Detrick, you have the UNC

BSL 3, the Wuhan BSL 4, Harvard Medical School — all working together to research,

develop and test [this bioweapon].

Who has funded all this? The contract makes it quite clear. It was funded by the National

Institutes of Health, then directed by Dr. Francis Collins. He knew full well what was going

on here. He was over there cooperating with China and the Wuhan BSL 4. Also, the NIAID’s

Anthony Fauci. He's on here too.”

Most Biological Warfare Research Has Taken Place Under Fauci

According to Boyle, it was the Reagan administration’s abuse of genetic engineering for biological

warfare weapons purposes that initially compelled the Council for Responsible Genetics and Boyle

to draft the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989.

Around that same time, Reagan, under the incuence of neoconservatives who believe in biological

warfare and ethnic-specidc biological warfare, put Fauci in charge of the U.S. bioweapons program.

“About 95% of all this Nazi type biological warfare research has been done under the auspices of

Tony Fauci,” Boyle says.

Legal DeNnitions of ‘Murder’ and ‘Conspiracy to Murder’

Boyle has taught both criminal law and international human rights law. He also still practices

criminal law, both prosecution and defense. According to Boyle, Anglo-American Common Law has

a dednition for “murder” that is applicable in all states of the U.S. with the exception of Louisiana,

and that is “the unlawful killing of a human being with malice aforethought.”

“Let's parse that down,” he says. “The word ‘unlawful’ — all these individuals I just

mentioned from this contracted study ... were involved in research, development, testing

and stockpiling of biological warfare weapons in clear-cut violation of my Biological

Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989.

[The term] ‘killing of human beings’ — I think the number of Americans who have been

killed, murdered by COVID-19, is well over a million ... And then, ‘with malice aforethought’

— ‘malice aforethought’ is a legal term of art.

It would take me three, four, >ve different class sessions to go through it all, but one

element of malice of forethought is reckless endangerment of human beings and, clearly,

they knew. If you read the contracts and the studies, they knew ... that this gain-of-function

work was existentially dangerous and they did it anyway.

Clearly that constitutes ‘reckless endangerment of human beings,’ ‘malice aforethought.’

So, you have all the elements there for murder, and then ‘conspiracy to commit murder.’ In

common law, ‘conspiracy’ is two [or more] people getting together to agree to do an

unlawful act — such as the violation of my statute — or a lawful act by illegal means.

So, I think we have all these people at least for murder and conspiracy to commit murder,

and my advice is that if you have lost a loved one or a friend living in the territorial

jurisdiction of any of these local prosecutors, they would have jurisdiction to convene a

grand jury and seek indictments for murder and conspiracy to commit murder against all of

these people.”

So, in summary, Boyle suggests starting the indictment list with the 15 co-authors of the 2015

paper, “SARS-Like Cluster of Circulating Bat Coronavirus Pose Threat for Human Emergence,”  and

those who funded it, which include Collins, Fauci and Daszak (president of EcoHealth Alliance).

And, again, the reason we need to turn to locally elected prosecutors is because state attorneys

general dle lawsuits with the federal courts, which we know have been captured and won’t

prosecute crimes against humanity. Local prosecutors, on the other hand, can convene grand juries

in their local jurisdiction, even in their own county. So, this strategy bypasses the captured federal

judiciary.

“We cannot rely on the federal courts, including the United States Supreme Court,” Boyle

says. “Just look at these exposés in The Wall Street Journal, where we found out well over

130 federal judges were unethically ruling on cases where they had investments involved. I

don't trust the federal judiciary at all to do the right thing here.”

How to Prosecute the COVID Shots

Next, we need to dgure out how to prosecute those responsible for the gene-based COVID shots.

The same legal dednitions apply to them. They too are committing “unlawful killing of human

beings with malice aforethought.”

“Here we have a blatant, obvious violation of the Nuremberg Code on Medical

Experimentation, which is a Nuremberg crime that the United States government

prosecuted Nazi doctors for, and executed some for,” Boyle says.

“Indeed, you can read all of this in the Nuremberg medical doctor's judgment ... The list of

executed doctors is right there at the end. What we're seeing now with these frankenshots

for children, this is Dr. Mengele at Auschwitz all over again. That's where this Nuremberg

Code on Medical Experimentation came from.

Second, ‘unlawful killing of human beings’ is in the Nuremberg Charter Judgment and

Principles — the Charter, 1945, the Judgment, 1946, and the Principles of 1950 — de>ning a

crime against humanity.

In the Nuremberg Charter judgment and principles, ‘a crime against humanity’ is de>ned in

part as ‘murder, extermination or other inhumane acts committed against a civilian

population.’ That's what's going on right now against the American population.

And I should point out that provision, ‘crime against humanity,’ was put in there to deal

precisely and exactly with the Nazi persecution of German Jewish citizens. That's exactly

what the Biden administration today is doing to all American citizens — a crime against

humanity as de>ned by the Nuremberg Charter, Judgment, and Principles ...

You can also read this in the Rome Statute for the International Criminal Court. The United

States government is not a party to the Rome Statute, but it rekects customary

international criminal law today ...

Another element of ‘malice aforethought’ is ‘an intention to inkict death or grievous bodily

harm.’ [If they say] ‘Well, we didn't intend to kill anyone with our frankenshot,’ then [we’d say]

‘OK, but you did intend to inkict grievous bodily harm on human beings’ and it did kill

human beings, large numbers of them.

They clearly intended and knew that this would inkict grievous bodily harm on human

beings. Just look at what they've already conceded and reported what the adverse effects

would be. The list is astounding. So, they knew this and they did it anyway.

So, my position here would be that, if you believe you have lost a loved one or a friend as a

result of the frankenshots, go into your local prosecutor and ask them to pursue, before a

grand jury, indictments for murder and conspiracy to commit murder against the chief

executive oecers, chief operating oecers and chief scienti>c oecers of P>zer, BioNTech,

Moderna and Johnson & Johnson.”

Resources

To aid you in these efforts, Boyle has created a paper that summarizes the strategy. He also

recommends reading Australian journalist Sharri Markson’s book, “What Really Happened in

Wuhan?” “I think she's got it all there,” Boyle says. “She didn't deal with the frankenshots, but she

has, I think, a valid summary of all the evidence that has been compiled so far, involving all these

individuals.”

Another excellent book is Robert Kennedy Jr.’s book, “The Real Anthony Fauci.” It’s beyond

outstanding and a real indictment of Fauci. It’s hard to imagine he’ll survive that exposure. “He

should be indicted for murder and conspiracy to commit murder,” Boyle says.

There’s also a September 2020 House Minority Intelligence Committee report that reviews the

evidence available at the time on the origins of COVID-19 (“The Origins of the COVID-19 Global

Pandemic, Including the Roles of the Chinese Communist Party and the World Health

Organization” ).

All of these references can be taken to your local prosecutor to seek indictments for murder and

conspiracy to commit murder. Boyle may also make himself available as a consultant or expert

witness in cases where a grand jury is successfully convened.

Summary of Action Steps

To reiterate the central thesis, Boyle suggests organizing locally to dnd people willing, as a group, to

call on your local, elected district attorney to convene a grand jury and indict the individuals

suspected of being involved in the creation of SARS-CoV-2, and those responsible for the COVID

shots.

To identify your local district attorney, you can do an online search or simply look up the name up

on your most recent ballot.

“That's the beauty of this. You elected these people and they are accountable to you,” Boyle

says. “You pay their salaries and you can dis-elect them if they don't do what you want

them to do.

So, you need a core of people in your community to go in, personally, for a talk face to face.

You set up a meeting, you go in, you talk to this person, you can bring in the books, you can

bring in my lecture, you can bring in this video and say, ‘We want you to convene a grand

jury and present this evidence.’

Of course, it will be for the grand jury to decide whether or not to return an indictment for

murder and conspiracy to commit murder against anyone. If the grand jury doesn't return

an indictment, well they don't.

But an old saying goes that a prosecutor can get a grand jury to indict a ham sandwich if

the prosecutor wants to. I think the prosecutor at that point will say, ‘OK, I'll look into this.’

They've got staff; they can get together the evidence and convene the grand jury.”

Remember, you need to connect with the prosecutors personally. An email campaign won’t get you

anywhere in this scenario. Hopefully you can also identify individuals in your local community who

are eloquent, articulate and knowledgeable about the facts.

27 States Suing the Biden Administration as of November 12, 2021

As I mention in the interview, this method is likely to be far more effective if you live in a jurisdiction

in which the state attorney general has already dled lawsuits in the federal court system.

So, look at the list below. If you happen to live in one of these areas, the odds of your efforts being

successful are very high, as they have already dled suit in federal court. All you need to do is

convince them to convene a grand jury locally, and indict these criminals for murder.

These are the names and addresses of the 27 state attorneys general who are suing the Biden

administration over the COVID-19 vaccine mandates as of November 12, 2021. Each state is

hyperlinked, as some have additional information about COVID and their lawsuits on their sites.

For example, Arizona’s attorney general has written an extensive legal opinion on why the federal

government does not have jurisdiction for a vaccine mandate in Arizona. The lawsuits have been

dled in the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th and 11th Circuit Courts of Appeal.

Alabama Steve Marshall Attorney General's Olce

State of Alabama

501 Washington Avenue

Montgomery, AL 36104

Alaska Treg R. Taylor Alaska Department of Law

1031 West 4th Avenue, Suite

200

Anchorage, AK 99501-1994

Arizona Mark Brnovich 2005 N Central Ave

Phoenix, AZ 85004-2926

Arkansas Leslie Rutledge Olce of Attorney General

323 Center Street, Suite 200

Little Rock, AR 72201

Florida Ashley Moody Olce of the Attorney General

State of Florida

PL-01 The Capitol

Tallahassee, FL 32399-1050

Georgia Christopher M. Carr 40 Capitol Square, SW

Atlanta, GA 30334

Idaho Lawrence G. Wasden 700 W. Jefferson Street

P.O. Box 83720

Boise, ID 83720-0010

Indiana Todd Rokita Olce of the Indiana Attorney

General

Indiana Government Center

South

302 W. Washington St., 5th

Floor

Indianapolis, IN 46204

Iowa Tom Miller Olce of the Attorney General

of Iowa

Hoover State Olce Building

1305 E. Walnut Street

Des Moines IA 50319

Kansas Derek Schmidt 120 SW 10th Ave., 2nd Floor

Topeka, KS 66612

Kentucky Daniel Cameron Olce of the Attorney General

700 Capital Avenue, Suite 118

Frankfort, Kentucky 40601-

3449

Louisiana Jeff Landry Louisiana Department o

Justice — Attorney General

300 Capital Drive

Baton Rouge, LA 70802

Mississippi Lynn Fitch P.O. Box 220

Jackson, MS 39205

Missouri Eric Schmitt Missouri Attorney General's

Olce

Supreme Court Building

207 W. High St.

P.O. Box 899

Jefferson City, MO 65102

Montana Austin Knudsen Attorney General

215 N Sanders St, Helena, MT

59601

Nebraska Doug Peterson Nebraska Attorney General's

Olce

2115 State Capitol

PO Box 98920

Lincoln, NE 68509

New Hampshire John M. Formella New Hampshire Department

of Justice

33 Capitol St

Concord, NH 03301

North Dakota Wayne Stenehjem Olce of Attorney General

600 East Boulevard Avenue,

Department 125

Bismarck, ND 58505-0040

Ohio Dale Yost 30 E. Broad St., 14th Floor

Columbus, OH 43215

Oklahoma John O’Connor 313 NE 21st Street

Oklahoma City, OK 73105

South Carolina Alan Wilson The Honorable Alan Wilson

P.O. Box 11549

Columbia, S.C. 29211

South Dakota Jason R. Ravnsborg Olce of the Attorney General

1302 E Hwy 14

Suite 1

Pierre SD 57501-8501

Tennessee Herbert Slatery III Olce of the Attorney General

and Reporter

P.O. Box 20207

Nashville, TN 37202-0207

Texas Ken Paxton Olce of the Attorney General

PO Box 12548

Austin, TX 78711-2548

Utah Sean D. Reyes Olce of the Attorney General

Utah State Capitol Complex

350 North State Street Suite

230

Salt Lake City, UT 84114-2320

West Virginia Patrick Morrisey State Capitol Complex, Bldg.

1, Room E-26

Charleston, WV 25305

Wyoming Bridget Hill 109 State Capitol

Cheyenne, WY 82002

Urgent Action Required

In closing, Boyle says:

“We have to act immediately — as soon as possible — to stop this Nazi insanity that is

being imposed on the American people by the Biden administration. They know what

they're doing. Biden's chief of staff, Ron Klain, was behind me at Harvard Law School and

he was president Obama's Ebola czar. Obama too was behind me at Harvard Law School.

Klain personally handled the cover-up of the fact that the Black West African Ebola

pandemic started by the testing of experimental Ebola vaccines — in violation of the

Nuremberg Code of Medical Experimentation — that came out of the United States

government's own BSL 4.

Klain covered all that up for Obama and he is now Biden's chief of staff, so that is a very

dangerous situation. This guy knows exactly what he is doing. He has done it before.”

Following this interview, Boyle gave several others, in which he pointed out that the “Frankenshot”

mandates are a Nuremberg crime against humanity. He told me:

“Now, with the booster campaign, I can only conclude that we are seeing Frankenshot genocide

against the American people.” The Polish lawyer Raphael Lemkin is known for having coined the

term “genocide,” which refers not only to the physical killing of a people but also includes the slow,

intentional destruction of a nation or ethnic group. As explained by Lemkin:

“Generally speaking, genocide does not necessarily mean the immediate destruction of a

nation, except when accomplished by mass killings of all members of a nation.
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It is intended rather to signify a coordinated plan of different actions aiming at the

destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of

annihilating the groups themselves.

The objectives of such a plan would be the disintegration of the political and social

institutions, of culture, language, national feelings, religion, and the economic existence of

national groups, and the destruction of the personal security, liberty, health, dignity, and

even the lives of the individuals belonging to such groups.

Genocide is directed against the national group as an entity, and the actions involved are

directed against individuals, not in their individual capacity, but as members of the national

group.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,176 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Joined On 12/18/2020 10:31:00 AM
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So, David Martin has a similar plan but more specidc and with more potential felony charges (six in total, the bringing of any one of which

will bring the jab distribution to an end.) All that remains is for good people in the US to hammer their AGs with the information. Watch a

presentation here odysee.com/@BannedYouTubeVideos:4/DR-DAVID-MARTIN-AT-WISE-TRADITIONS-C..
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Bugeyecy, thank you for posting this! I am giving your post a "like" to help move it up, this needs to be seen!  IMPORTANT!  A

lawyer advised a friend in a real estate case, that to give away one's legal and factual arguments, is to offer the other side a chance

to think of rebuttals. This can topple a case. It is really important that people keep their facts and arguments under their hats,

except to strategize with a few trusted individuals sworn to secrecy before going to the local district attorneys. Absolutely do not

strategize or brainstorm on the web or by text*, email*, and dednitely not on Zoom, Skype, the phone, etc. Instead, do so in person.

If this is not possible, do snail mail. It may be slower, but it also will keep things safe.

THANK YOU DR MERCOLA!! For your proactivity and helping to effect solutions. * The ACLU has caught police and other

authorities red handed for abusing the use of stingray technology, which intercepts cell phone calls and texts, etc

www.aclu.org/issues/privacy-technology/surveillance-technologies/sting..  the ACLU has MANY more articles about this.
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In this presentation, Dr. Martin provides the names of the people who have created the “Covid Orchestra, Board of Trustees. Here

they are: "The names of the people who kill humanity" Dr. David Martin, based on his patent analysis work

mark-skidmore.com/2021/11/10/dr-david-martin-follow-the-patents-then-y..  

rumble.com/vov60h-dr.-david-martin-follow-the-patents-then-you-will-un..   https://t.me/robinmg/11281

 www.bitchute.com/.../002twteL0LQT
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There is a much easier way to shut this down.  Remove the legal immunity that vaxx makers have for the jabs and I guarantee in a

few weeks they'll all be facing billions, possibly trillions in lawsuits from all the injuries, permanent maiming and deaths they have

caused.  That's how capitalism is supposed to work.  But of course we don't have capitalism anymore - what we have is socialism

for the mega corporations.
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www.fda.gov/drugs/news-events-human-drugs/fda-approves-drug-treat-smal..   Meanwhile, the FDA secretly approved an UNTESTED

drug for Smallpox, a virus that supposedly no longer exist. We all know what that means! Fauci looked into his crystal ball and saw an

outbreak in the future. He miraculously predicts Smallpox being used as a bioweapon. You ask, who cares, Im vaccinated??? Because the

mRNA Covid19 vaccine turns off Killer T-cells TLR 3, 7, & 8, anyone who got the jab is now more vulnerable to all other infections. This

explains the phase 3 trials for an RSV vaccine nearing completion as we speak. RSV is a respiratory infection very young (preschoolers)

children get that's caused by the RSV virus. No one over the age of 6 needs to worry about it because you're immune to it forever once

you get it and most healthy children breeze right through it. But, Fauci predicted an RSV-like outbreak this fall/winter a year ago and

already has a vaccine ready for it. Imagine that.
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The Smallpox story bothered me so I checked how long a Smallpox vaccine is good for and apparently it last the life of the person

who has it.  It used to leave a mark on the left upper arm which fades as you get older.
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Rets, the smallpox vax of the 1960s was not a hypodermic injection into muscle. It used the relatively safer technique of poking

the epidermis with a needle several times to break the skin and activate the sub-dermal level of the immune system. This

technique was considered safer than variolation (in use by military doctors in the American Revolutionary War timeline).

Variolation was crude, using scabs or pus from smallpox sores; it had a high death rate.
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Yes, Mike Adams at Natural News reported this a few days ago; he commented on the order of TPOXX doses 21st September this

year. Malandrinum is the homoepathic remedy for Variola ISmallpox). Remember poor Dr.Jenner killed an awful lot of people

before he saved them! Namaste.
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All the evil in drugs also has its roots in that the FDA has dnancial ties to Big Pharma or agribusiness. Key industry executives

often act as consultants to the FDA. Add FDA user fee policy. This dnancial codependency promotes further manipulation of

already cawed "evidence-based medicine" tests and trials.

“Every dve years, the law requiring drug companies to pay the fees, known as the Prescription Drug User Fee Act, or“ PDUFA ”.

expires. Before Congress considers renewing it, the FDA must negotiate with industry to keep the money coming. That’s what the

law demands: “negotiations with the regulated industry.” In practice, the FDA has interpreted that to mean negotiate over how it

spends the money and assesses drugs. The negotiations produce recommendations for Congress and an FDA “commitment

letter” laying out goals for the agency !. The FDA now treating industry as a customer that it needs to please instead of acting as a

regulator to ensure the public health. www.pogo.org/investigation/2016/12/fda-depends-on-industry-funding-mon..  

“National Health Council gets most of its funding from drug companies, its members include many drug companies, and

representatives of drug companies and their main lobbying organizations serve on its board. Federal law gave the pharmaceutical

industry a much more powerful role than it did to patients or consumers. Surprisingly, it required the FDA to negotiate the plan with

the industry. "Like the National Health Council, the vast majority of the groups that the FDA included in the discussions, at least 39

of 42, or 93 percent, have received funding from drug companies.

www.pogo.org/investigation/2016/12/in-fda-meetings-voice-of-patient-of..
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I was hearing the same for TB ... I dgured they'd use this as the excuse, surprised to see smallpox!

 www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2021/10/global-tb-deaths-rise-drs..
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www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-18-smallpox-biowar-globalists-prepare-perf..
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The history of vaccines is a recognition of failure and disease. In this article Dr. Brownstein says: The powers that be claim that

vaccines markedly lowered the death rate from common childhood diseases like measles and whooping cough. However, you can

see from the link graph that the death rate from these diseases was rapidly declining before the mass vaccination campaign

began.

Why do so many children have all these allergies? We never saw peanut, milk and gluten allergies when we were kids, where does

all this come from? I told you that there are several reasons for this, but the main ones are that the immune system of the young

generation is getting weaker and weaker. I believe that children today, compared to previous generations, suffer from more chronic

diseases because they are exposed to more toxins and receive too many vaccines at too young an age. Vaccines contain toxic

elements such as mercury, aluminum, and formaldehyde. It is ridiculous to inject these toxic agents into our youth and expect

good results. healthimpactnews.com/2015/dr-brownstein-m-d-human-dna-from-fetal-cells..
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Gui-Hope you had a good holiday! Here is an article that should make headlines and be on national news but won't. A person on

death's doorstep who recovered from Covid after he was "allowed" to take Ivermectin against the hospital policy (too many side

effects) as per judges order. Look closely at the judges questions and rebuttal to the hospital about side effects. Simple but

effective question. One word. WHY?   Finally something good news.

rescue.substack.com/p/a-judge-stands-up-to-a-hospital-step?r=9834u&..
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Could we ever have predicted this level of evil, criminality and pure insanity? There are still, far too many Lemmings, who seem to

have totally accepted their "New Normal". If this scenario is "normal"; then, I wonder what abnormal looks like! Gui; "The love of

money, is the root of all evil" - and those evil criminals love their money way too much! "Concicts of Interest", seem to be "The New

Normal"!
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Yep Arlen, it appears Fauci and Gates have many more "PLANDEMICS" up their sleeves. This smallpox drug is very disturbing. It's

as disturbing as Remdesivir. Just found this concerning China planning to attack the USA using smallpox:

https://gnews.org/1701164/

Did Fauci collaborate with the CCP to create this biological weapons? Was the Covid-19 vaccine purposely designed to make us

more vulnerable to all other infectious diseases?
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alexberenson.substack.com/p/a-frightening-new-potential-explanation   “A frightening new potential explanation for vaccine-driven

myocarditis and other problems Researchers in the New England Journal of Medicine raise the possibility of an uncontrolled autoimmune

response to the coronavirus spike protein that may last indednitely Downstream effects of the antibodies that people produce against the

coronavirus spike protein may lead to myocarditis and even neurological concerns, two veteran medical researchers have written in the

top medical journal in the United States…”
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Almond, thank you for posting this. Just a quick perusal would indicate that the immune response is so overwhelming (up to four

times) that the body can't cope? I shall read the comments. What I dnd terrifying is that each "shot" (a painful irony in the slang

now) reduces natural immunity, not just to Covid-19 but presumably anything else by up to 40%. And that is without taking into

account the potential longer term problems that are going to show up months or years later. I had Covid and Long Haul Covid and I

can assure you that the neurological problems were beyond anything I have ever experienced: vertigo, dizziness, weakness,

excruciating tinnitus, labyrinthitis in addition to 8 months of hives so bad I could hardly move...

In September 2019 I was dtter than I had been in years. In November 2019 I went to bed and effectively did not leave the house

until June 2020 and ever since then have experienced symptoms. By March 2020 I was well aware that what I was experiencing

was COVD as we had some early cases locally in Gloucestershire, UK but had been alerted by the WHO announcement December

2019, but no admission from our government until March 2020.... How to get better and I am: D3/K2, Vit C, Vitamin B complex, B1

(Thiamine), Liver Detox, Magnesium, and ZINC  and microbiome reset with pre and probiotic. Readjusting spiritual attitude again

(lost faith when I was really ill), meditation, and walks in the fresh air when I am well enough.  I am so grateful to be getting well. I

also thank all those who contribute to this forum (which it effectively is) and especially Dr. Mercola for all his inspired work and

care. Thank you. Light and love. Namaste. PS. Obviously I have not gone near any of the vaccines at all.
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pipblanc and all... I am only speculating.  I wonder whether the treatment used for shingles might also be helpful for hives?  Dilute

essential oil of ravensara and apply topically. Virattack (by Herb Pharm). Any super form of echinacea.  I might also include

long-term LDM-100, as directed, doing a challenge test and ramping up to tolerance level.   You can research these on your own.

 All are helpful for viral infections and detox of various kinds.   Blessings.
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A prominent doctor credited with advancing the development of early treatments for COVID-19 has stated that, in his judgment, the

purpose of the pandemic and vaccine campaigns, is to “control and kill off a large proportion of our population without anyone

suspecting that we were poisoned.”  Dr. Shankara Chetty, a family doctor in South Africa who, according to his website, has

“treated 7000 Covid-19 patients without a single hospitalization or death,” combined insights from his medical knowledge along

with his observations of government dictates and media censorship to support his conclusions.  “If I had to give you my opinion,

as to what is happening on a global scale,” he said, “[the] spike protein is one of the most contrived toxins or poisons that man has

ever made. And the aim of this toxin is to kill billions without anyone noticing it. So, it’s a poison with an agenda.”

www.lifesitenews.com/.../jab-will-poison  (Nov 23, 2021)
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Thanks Gui, an excellent contribution.  Dr Chetty protocol is found here:

emlct.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/COVID-Rx-4-DR-CHETTY-8th_day_ther..   Dr Chetty notice that on the 8th day of infection,

the virus is no longer the problem, but the hyperincammation, so the patient needs different medications. So after one week:   1)

Corticosteroids. 2) Anti-histamines.  3) Anti-leukotrienes.  4) Blood Thinners.  Also some optional interventions, like for example

Ivermectin.
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For hives, perhaps also consider nettles with quercitin, which have histamine properties.
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Almond, I read a ND's article about natural ways to block or reduce the effectiveness of the spike proteins. However I no longer

have the link and can't dnd the article, boo. There must be ways to at least soften the blow, even if the genetic modidcation

post-vaccine (I would imagine) can't be  undone?
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mirndola and all...

I would consider energetic therapies.  Once you rearrange the energies, matter must also fall into place as matter and energy are

inseparable--at least in "basic" Newtonian physics.  Such remedies as Rife-Bare. If you could identify the frequency of the spike

protein, for example, you could reverse engineer and cancel it and restore harmony.  

Best to only give an overview as details get complex.  however, once you have identided the frequency, there is a mathematical

formula you can use.  Those who are knowledgeable will understand.
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While not even half way through Kennedy's book it is abundantly clear we are witnessing Global Mass Murder. While people on this site

have been privileged to have much of the same information presented to us by Doc, the many interviews it is none the less jarring when

laid out side by side. The Jab/s are an autoimmune disease delivery system, just the latest in a long string of others. It's just this has to

be one of the most obvious for those able to get more complete information. Kennedy's charts set side by side show in every country

once the Golden Savior Jab/s are used, all hell breaks loose with massive health crisis carnage. There are too many moving parts across

Global Borders & too much cooperation, or those bullied into compliance to even come within sight of a whoopsie. Too many past trial

runs and too many already suffering from constant immune systems bombardment over the decades. Justice to deal with Fraudci is long

past due and as the article points out too many accomplices just in the States alone. If this Global Wound can even be healed, no matter

what, it is going to leave one hell of a scar.
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Yes, Just, the immune system is being bombarded with poisonous "vaccines", fear of new variants of Whuan's coronavirus, masks

and mandates demanding immunity passports for everything, even to continue working. While "vaccines" weaken the immune

system, cause ADEs and damage DNA, enhancing new variants of the Whuan coronavirus, which are a cause of fear and hysteria in

the world population, a new study reports the people who recovered from COVID-19 they have little risk of getting the disease

again. Researchers from Qatar examined a cohort of more than 353,000 people using national databases containing information

on patients with condrmed polymerase chain reaction infections.

www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_breakingnews/naturally-immune-people-at-litt..  (November 27, 2021biggersmaller)
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JUSTSTEVE: do you know where can I get the Robert Kennedy book, and NOT support Amazon in doing so ?
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Clanharwood - Barnes & Noble had it at closer to list price, you'll need to do your own search as there may be other outlets, check

the publisher: Sky Horse.

JustSteve,

I keep tiptoeing into this latest news from India announcing a lawsuit dled in India's high court against the mfgrs of Covishield

Vaccn: "World’s First Vaccine Murder case against Bill Gates, Adar Poonawalla dled in India’s High Court"

indianbarassociation.in/worlds-drst-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-..  

Links kept disappearing from news sites where it was posted, found it here.

No one seems to be discussing this, it may be a very good sign...at least 1 country still has a legal system that appears to be

working!

More - This suit includes a few details of how the Indian Health Authorities were already on the case of the Gates Foundation,

having spent 17 years in India ostensibly to eradicate polio, and instead, managed to injure and induce polio myelitis in close to

490,000 Indian children over that time-spam. Worse, the wild strain is gone, the only polio left circulating in the world is the same

strain as that used in the vaccn. Few people in the Western world know these details, as the mainstream media chose to not report

on this result, ever.
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lenews.ch/2021/11/26/numerous-complaints-dled-against-vote-on-swiss-c..   Numerous complaints dled against vote on Swiss Covid

rules 26/11/2021 BY LE NEWS  Today's the day for the Swiss Referendum.  Please say a prayer that those voting no will be by far the

majority.  This article discusses complaints to do with concern about a valid vote.  They have had huge protests on the streets in

Switzerland and the no vote has a strong base.  Strong enough to take a dnagled result to court if necessary.
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Thanks Retsbew, wish good candidates luck. Not only Switzerland has imposed harmful anticovid measures, but in many European

countries, despite high vaccination rates and vaccine passport programs, COVID cases in Europe are increasing once again. New

cases of coronavirus in Germany passed the 50,000 mark for the drst time, and authorities pushed for more restrictions in addition

to those that have not worked. As Will Jones writes, “There is an increase in reported Covid infections in Europe in late autumn,

with peaks in Austria, the Netherlands, Denmark, Germany, Switzerland and Norway, and the possible start of one in France,

Portugal, Italy and Spain. summit.news/2021/11/11/despite-vaccine-passport-schemes-covid-cases-su..
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doctors4covidethics.org/vote-no-in-swiss-referendum-on-covid-19-law-yo..
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It occurred to me when I was watching the news, that OMICRON could be the "airport event" planned by Gates et. al for December 31st

2021 come early? It is certainly going to cause more chaos, confusion and fear which is probably the point and ruin another Christmas!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who better to direct the fear factor at than a nation so out-of-compliance with vaxine recommendations that less than 25% of the

population is vaxinated? Just yesterday, I heard a doctor from South Africa stating then Omicron is mild and she wonders what all

the media hype is about.   This all stinks to high heaven.   Here is more... Awaken India Exposes Billionaire Cartel Controlling India’s

COVID-19 Task Force healthimpactnews.com/2021/awaken-india-exposes-billionaire-cartel-cont..  

URGENT: Covid vaccines will keep you from acquiring full immunity EVEN IF YOU ARE INFECTED AND RECOVER

www.bing.com/search?q=URGENT%3A+Covid+vaccines+will+keep+you+from+acqu..  Vaccinated English adults under 60 are

dying at twice the rate of unvaccinated people the same age

www.bing.com/search?q=Vaccinated+English+adults+under+60+are+dying+at+..
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMICRON IS AN ANAGRAM OF MORONIC. It might be a good idea to circulate this because those who are confused might just see

how they're being mocked.
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Freedomofchoice1
Joined On 10/2/2012 12:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello pipblanc My question is "do we really have a another new variant" the "delta" was also declared MORE infectious but less

dangerous.. I realise virus's mutate... but it just seems to "convenient" to dnd a new one just before Christmas and where many

countries have "opened" their international borders, again.....???
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The new message to the world with the "new variant" Omicron is that everyone must stop resisting and immediately obey the

demands of the globalist elites, creating a media hysteria.

The Israelis are already losing their minds over this new covidito and that Prime Minister Naftali Bennett is about to declare an

"emergency situation". Sub-Saharan African countries would be considered "red countries". The Israeli army will work to locate all

the people who have been in red countries for the past week and instruct them to isolate themselves while the tests are carried

out, he said. With the Australian military now forcibly hunting down and vaccinating indigenous peoples, the world's terrorist

governments are escalating their war on humanity. apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-science-health-south-africa-mi..  

www.brighteon.com/f13adc33-72bf-47ca-99bd-f3f85523592f   www.brighteon.com/049472b3-a836-4aeb-8e81-152d5c2146d8  

The reason this new variant has just been launched in a coordinated media scare campaign is because humanity is waking up and

learning to resist covid tyranny. So the globalists are reinforcing fear is their ultimate weapon against humanity. By using

coordinated fear, they can convince people who are hesitant about the vaccine, trying mostly to convince the least vaccinated

countries to inject them with deadly injections of spiky protein gene therapy that will kill them over time. It's about aggressive

mandates, it's about mandatory vaccinations, it's about immunity passports, it's about ordering more draconian closures, it's about

justifying the economic crisis created by globalist elites, it's about blaming the unvaccinated, when in fact the loss of immunity,

ADE, DNA damage, is what is killing people.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew- you just made my stomach stop hurting!  I can't stand all this pushing these variants - they're going to kill more people

with panic and fear!  It's awful!  But Moronic - you just brought sunshine to my day! GUI - thank you for the research into this.  I just

got warned of a new DEADLIER THAN EVER variant yesterday and - UGH - If I hear those words again... Deadlier, spreads faster -

yada yada yada!  Don't they know by now it dzzles?  Stop messing around with this guys!   If we'd stop the insanity, this could be

over faster than the next variant POTENCIA ... or some other crazy stupid term.  What's after P?  Q - Qualtitida ... R - Rendevil - S -

Sardinia ... I mean this all just needs to top now!  Variants should be weaker, come on Fauci, admit your failures and let's end the

charade!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond - do you know what they're dying from?  I'm trying to sift through the material :)
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are reports that the South African doc that found omicron said it was like a cold.  Mild mild symptoms....and here we are

jumping the gun again with fear fear fear.   If I can dnd the link I’ll attach to this.

townhall.com/tipsheet/rebeccadowns/2021/11/27/south-african-doctor-who..
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arnopi1
Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMICRON, slightly jumbled, also spells MORONIC... presumably for those who still believe in this Covid BS. The bastards are

adding insult to injury.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There comes a point that people at large need to wake up and realize that this is a crafted, manipulative, vicious game for prodt

and control. Don't they "Get it"? My god.
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read the Botswana government statement on the new Covid-19 variant, soon after renamed as Omicron.

twitter.com/.../1464184386912501764   This variant was found in 4 vaccinated foreign individuals.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank you Maritt - if the authorities in Botswana had more sensitivity to the manipulation of propaganda this "storm in a teacup"

would never have ocurred
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would posit that the variants are being created or fuelled by the vaccines.

Namaste.
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The UK government re-introduced masks at shops and public transport from Tuesday. There is no need to wear a mask as you are

exempt from wearing a mask. www.gov.uk/government/publications/face-coverings-when-to-wear-one-and..  Download an exemption

card template and use it when challenged assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/att..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Maritt, welcome the waivers. The obligation to use masks is further proof that vaccines are not only useless against Covid

but also weaken the immune system. The use of masks may remain mandatory in NSW in indoor settings for longer even though

the state achieves vaccination rates of 95 per cent and a low number of daily cases. The proposal of the health bureaucrats to

extend the mandates of the masks until Christmas provoked a furious reaction from the citizens. Ben Fordham, host of the "2GB

breakfast," led the growing outrage over the proposal. www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10236353/Coronavirus-Australia-Backla..

 (24 November 2021)
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Terence had the solution to the problem in 1990. https://youtu.be/1WXroiXWfcI   WALK AWAY! 1. Get the hell out of the cities 2. Get your

food supply from local farmers 3. Specidcally meat and dairy...forget vegetarianism...too many downsides to get into here...read

Saladino's "The Carnivore Code" for details. 4. Don't protest...protests are useless and the corrupt cops will murder you in the streets. 5.

Keep a low prodle...pick your friends carefully...the sheeple WILL turn you in (read "The Gulag Archipelago")

6. Keto-Fast...especially intermittent fasting (read Mercola "Fat for Fuel" & "Keto-Fast") 7. Get right with God because when the

Apocalypse comes and Jesus appears in the clouds, you'll be able to look up! (If you're Catholic, start saying the rosary.) 8. Walk 10,000

steps/day. It ain't that hard and it's 4 miles a day. If you have a dog it's good exercise for him/her. If you don't have a dog check out Detroit

Dog rescue! 9. Learn to draw...that'll make your brain bigger and it's very Zen. (Check out "Peak Mind" by Amishi Jah. Read how the brain

works and why these criminals are able to manipulate us as they do. Also great mind focus exercises to do. The audiobook is

great...accompanying PDF has the exercises written out.) 10. Join Audible.com. Yeah it's owned by satanist Bezos, but listening and

walking is a GREAT combo. That's enough for you to work on for now. Good luck!
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have read "The Carnivore Code", it is a good book. My caveat is that despite the oxalates, lectins etc. we need the leafy greens

etc. If you suspect the virus, any viral infection, STOP the dairy immediately it creates mucus. (I am a nutritionist.)  I will reply in

more detail to the rest, I have to go out. But I agree with everything, except possibly the audible if you can  hear birdsong which is

good for the brain. Namaste.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

11/4/2021:  In SC, Alan Wilson said the state will dght the Biden Administration's private employer vaccine mandate.  "This is garbage

and it's unconstitutional so we will be dghting it.  OSHA does not have the authority for this kind of mandate." "Vaccinations for every

employee have nothing to do with OSHA's regulation of workplace safety," Wilson said.  "The President is couting the rule of law to engage

in a federal overreach at its worst.  He has little regard for the constitutional liberties of our citizens."  Wilson refuted a statement Pres.

Joe made in Sept. about such a mandate not being about freedom or personal choice but about "protecting yourself an those around you."

"This IS about freedom and personal choice, Mr. President," Wilson said. "Private companies have the freedom to require their employers

to get vaccinated, just like they have the freedom to require a dress code, but a federal agency does not have the authority to impose that

mandate on private employers." Wilson said numerous business owners in the state told him the mandate would "crush" their businesses.

"As I've said before, this is not about whether vaccines are a good idea, this is about following the rule of law and not allowing a federal

bureaucracy to abuse power and cout the law," he said.

                                                    **************EXCELLENT*************

The walkouts among hospitals in the region have been so bad, many are now accepting religious exemptions. The nuclear site - 1500

walked out, not good.  It's darn scary. Speaking of federal - the home health care workers for radiation victims should be under this

federal mandate, but guess what, they are ALSO accepting religious exemptions. But the site won't accept them for employees and

engineers.  Hmm!  Don't these people know that everywhere is hiring right now?  If you're going to change paths or directions, set your

sails and GO!  It seems like now is the time.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From Brighteon/ this isn't from Omicron (I wonder if they wanted it to sound omnipotent?)  It's the one before it: As you've noticed

over the last two days, the global corporate media psyop spell weavers have puked up another "scariant" called "Nu," and they are

now hyperventilating over it, claiming it has over "30 horrifying mutations" and might spread faster than anything in history. The

underlying message, of course, is that everybody should stop resisting and immediately obey the demands of (corrupt)

government. Part of the message being delivered in this mass media scariant panic is that all the vaccines and boosters that

people already took are apparently worthless against this new variant. This means that everybody's vaccine compliance "vaccine

passport" status essentially resets to zero. The good news in all this? If you have natural immunity against covid, you're naturally

immune to all the variants, too. **love this!
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Thanks Tracy, unity is strength. Hopefully these states and the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals will be effective against Biden's

injunctions. Several states have dled three separate lawsuits to stop President Joe Biden's COVID-19 vaccine mandate, arguing

that the requirement violates federal law. Attorneys general from Alaska, Arkansas, Iowa, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New

Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming signed a lawsuit, which was dled in federal district court in Missouri.

Another group of states, including Georgia, Alabama, Idaho, Kansas, South Carolina, Utah and West Virginia, sued in federal district

court in Georgia. Texas also sued individually childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bb-states-sue-biden-covid-vaccine-..

 (11/01/21)

As the CHD president has already reported, “No state legislature approved bills with COVID-19 mandates. The only COVID-19

vaccine mandates enacted so far were created by private employers, state governors, and state or local olcials, ”he notes. In fact,

the NVIC article states that the majority of legislators in US state legislatures were against vaccine mandates.

www.brighteon.com/e16cd958-5359-4eb9-86cc-9acb2c1732f3  

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/state-legislatures-reject-proposed..
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The mainstream media continues to present the numerous federal, state and local legal challenges to vaccine mandates as

unlikely to be successful. On November 12, the US Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit barred the Occupational Safety and Health

Administration (OSHA) from enforcing, "pending proper judicial review" of a motion for a permanent injunction, the Biden

administration's COVID vaccine mandate for private companies with more than 99 employees. CHD President and Legal Counsel

Mary Holland had this to say about the latest ruling: “Many lawsuits brought by different actors now compete for hearings in the

court of appeals. The stakes are high, and so far the Biden Administration is losing the constitutionality of its term campaign. "

More than half (26) of US state attorneys general have dled lawsuits against the Biden administration's vaccine requirement for

private companies and federal contractors in their respective states. "The federal government does not have the authority to

unilaterally force private employers to require their employees to be vaccinated or pay the bill for weekly testing," said Missouri

Attorney General Eric Schmitt. More statements from the attorneys and governors in the link

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-administration-covid-vaccine..

 utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=189b28d1-610c-4e4c-8e08-d6413105a1d8  (11
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Gui- it's almost like, as they gear up for these lawsuits, more variants - more "deadly" variants are being released - it seems a little

bit like smoke and mirrors, doesn't it? CHD says they're up to 18 states - wonderful!
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After just a few days ago it was announced here hundred took the lay off in one health care systems network. At the time the

olcials said it would not affect the quality of care. (Maybe more truth in that than one would like as far too much so-called

medicine just dampens symptoms & often causes other maladies. But I digress.) Now, they announce they have to shut down a

large percentage of their services. Students of Fraudci, have it both ways, no questions asked.
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Hi Lovetosing, I too love to sing but I lost my voice when I had Covid, I couldn't even play my piano (I don't play very well but I love

it). Today we went to Church, a church I can see from my bedroom, where my piano is to be moved, in time for Christmas. I hadn't

been there bar two times for two years, I had never met the people, but they were asking me, what do we take (Zinc, D3,

Magnesium), how do we cope. I am a bit overwhelmed but what I was struck by was they were hungry for information as to how I

started to get well again. What is your favorite song?  Namaste.
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I'm sure sorry Pipblanc!  To you feel it's long term covid?  I started practicing Phantom of the Opera again - found I couldn't sing the

notes that used to come with ease - started thinking - if you don't use it, you'll lose it.  Then, out of the blue, a friend told me that

stress and tension can tighten up all those muscles.  I know someone who dry needles - and she worked on me for an hour - so

much pain!!!  hahaha... but your carotid artery is nearby, so it's pretty critical to have someone who knows that they're doing - but

she found all kinds of triggers in my neck (go dgure, stressful times anyone?) ... I was driving home with the ability to open up and

reach some of those notes again - it is going to take practice - but I'm willing!  ... that one is dednitely high on my list for singing -

and just for songs - I've been listening to a lot of 80's music lately - and "Ordinary World" tops the charts for me - I want an ordinary

world back! :) Namaste right back atcha!
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pip, you may want to send your people to Dr Zev Zelenko's website where he explains what is in his Z-stack product and the

proportions. This give a better idea of how many supplements, but not to over or under do any one of them.  

Loves2 - The number as of early November is 27 mostly Republican-led states, all dled in various federal courts:

humanevents.com/2021/11/08/27-states-have-dled-lawsuits-against-the-b..
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Legal Good News: TITLE:  Bill Gates charged with murder for covid-19 vaccine death in Indiaʻs high court; death penalty sought LINK:

 healthimpactnews.com/2021/bill-gates-charged-with-murder-for-covid-19-..   TITLE:  Missourt county judge rules that covid restrictions

imposed since last year are illegal LINK:  www.lifesitenews.com/news/missouri-county-judge-rules-that-covid-restr..    TITLE:  California

city [council] approves motion to reject any State or Federal covid mandates

www.lifesitenews.com/news/california-city-approves-motion-to-reject-an..
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Librophile, those are indeed good news links, thank you!  indianbarassociation.in/worlds-drst-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-..  

The India case however, bears watching and our involvement to let them know that the public is watching. What concerns me is

that the India Bar Association named one death from the COVID vaccines and eight deaths from the Polio vax, as basis for their

claim. This could be an underhanded message to the Indian courts to toss the case. On the other hand, they also do say that Iakhs,

meaning hundreds of thousands, of injury cases from the coronavirus "vaccines" are expected to be dled. That could legitimize

their claim, if they bring the true numbers forward. They most certainly did downplay the numbers of affected people currently with

the coronavirus "vaccine" and with the polio vax. This concerns me. We should write to the India Bar Association and to the Indian

courts. Is this case a bluff or a serious attempt to prosecute? Our involvement can help, transparency is always key. Blogging may

help. Thank you all.
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A few problems:  Yes, if it's a natural virus the patent is illegal; if it's an engineered virus, it violates BWATA.  But there's no evidence!  The

SARS-CoV-2 is 'everywhere and it's killed 4 zillion people', yet nobody can dnd it because ..... it's in silico, it's a cold, a cu, emphysema,

cancer, Alzheimer's, motorcycle crash etc.  Until we can get the Covid Virus(TM) on an electron microscope, I don't see how this tactic

isn't a dead end. As for Bourla, Bancel et al, EUA likely absolves them of any wrongdoing - legally. I strongly feel the best plan of attack is

to continue to try to educate people as Dr. Mercola and so many of you brilliant minds in here do.  Ridicule the lying media and expose the

worse-than-useless PCR Scam.  After '2 Weeks to Fatten the Curve' disobedience became our only way out.  Refuse the garbage tests,

garbage masks, russian roulette vax, and whatever else they peddle.  As Nancy used to say:  "Just say NO!"
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I so agree.  Thank you for saying this!
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RampagingManatee: Bravo! Spot on. Civil Disobedience is the real power. Thank you.
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Rampaging manatee, you have a real point. But please see what I posted about legal strategy, if one gives away too many factual

or legal arguments, especially on the web, one inadvertently helps to topple a legal case, because the other side thinks of rebuttals

to support their position. Better to surprise them in court. What you posted should only help, since it will motivate the identidcation

of the virus. However, there is plenty of other proof...hereby kept mum for the reason above. We must be very strategic in what we

post on the web, especially when it comes to a legal case. You can bet that there are lurking eyes on this forum, and particularly

with regard to this article today, they will be keeping an eagle's sharp eye, that is a promise.
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Gosh....we also have to include the global destructive geo-engineering as it might be connected to all of this.
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It is most dednitely connected.
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Ntmaam
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:46:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Add to the geo-engineering the new telecommunications pollution and its' agenda which also include the shots. No discussion of

this at all here. Got to go elsewhere for that kind of discussion. There are a few Mercola fans who know this and pop in once in

awhile.
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Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, I used nettles (quercetin) for the hives and also gave my husband nettles when he had shingles (as well as the anti-viral we go

from the GP - he only had shingles for 3 days as I recognized it immediately he woke up and packed him off to the Doctor = he took

acyclovir). Nettles are my go to for hives now. Incidentally, or not, shingles is showing up as an occasional symptom of Covid-19. I have a

wild theory that the virus contains amongst other things: herpes simplex, including EBV, Swine Flu, "Bat Flu" and possibly a dash of HIV.

Sounds fantastically wicked and I am sure this is just my imagination......
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GabriellaK
Joined On 12/12/2011 2:29:22 AM
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No, not just your imagination.  My elderly aunt, who has never had Herpes, now, after taking two of the jabs, has a horrendous

breakout of Herpes.  The sores are so bad and infected I fear sepsis is not far off.  Dr. Judy Mykovits says the shots include HIV,

retroviruses and all sorts of viruses from chickens.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Gabriella - Also the monkey kidney cell line - which is what I think of when I think of AIDS.  The gifts from Fauci just keep on giving

:(
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding  HIV and AIDS, there is one single case on record of a man found to have Zero HIV in his blood, attributed to shiitake

mushroom extract. There is no claim here that this is always the case, however in clinical testing, shiitake mushroom extract is

also noted to have HIV inhibiting activity.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM
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Did the nettles work for shingles without going to the doctor? It must not because you didn't mention it and you sent him to the

doctor.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Skupe, learn about pharmacology, chemistry and double blind testing in supplements and herbs. Then you will dnd your answer.

your question is based on some gaps of information in this area.  There would be antiviral formulas necessary. I did not say one

supplement or herb, I said formulas. Nettles and quercitin do not go up against viruses. They have anti-histamine activity.
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have renewed my faith in America. After all, America has the best legal minds, which are independent and incorruptible. Just go ahead

and follow what is recommended and see what will happen.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IMPORTANT: Lawyers advise that if the other side gets a hold of legal or factual arguments ahead of court, that this gives the

other side time to think of rebuttals and to topple the case. Better to surprise them in court, say the lawyers. Hence, it is vital to the

success of the case, not to use cell phones ,email, certainly do not brainstorm on the internet about a legal case, and be very

selective about who knows the factual and legal details. Brainstorm in person, not by technology which can be intercepted,

according to the ACLU www.aclu.org/issues/privacy-technology/surveillance-technologies/sting..   After brainstorming in person

with the trusted individuals warned about all of the above, then go to the district attorney armed with facts. Video footage may also

be necessary to convince them, as they may be convinced by the mainstream narrative. Video footage can pack a punch in the gut

and override the denial system, waking people up. Thank you all.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola, spot on. Keep your cards close to your vest.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the RFK release doesn't move the needle I'm not sure what will. What an incredibly well referenced read. Everyone NEEDS to read it and

share with everyone you know. These crimes against humanity NEED to be addressed!
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ChefBambu
Joined On 8/30/2021 9:55:21 AM
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I didn't see this covered but an example of a letter to the State AG's would be helpful.  So much easier to copy & edit a standard letter and

send then making it up ourselves when we're not as knowledgable on the subject and processes.  Thank you for the great information this

website keep providing. Saludos, Jack
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Traveling the globe for the past 9 years, it seems that everyone knows that America is in a war except Americans. This is WWIII without

uniforms and the normal military visuals, even the oil spill out in California seems more of an act of war by Germany than an accident.

America left ceets of new military vehicles and weapons to its enemies (Taliban), all in time for Christmas. This should have woken

people up to the fact that our government has been indltrated at the highest levels. COVID-19 is a bio weapon, created by monsters

without conscience who should be brought to justice.
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Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM
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When did you drst realise that this was a bioweapon? I realised the possibility of fear being used as a bioweapon in 2003 but not

until 2018/19 did I fully realise the potential of cu as a way to decimate society (remember Tamicu?).
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM
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Just remember Himmler didn't "get religion" until the Soviets were at the gates of Berlin and the Allies were at the Rhine. Don't think these

criminals haven't learned from their criminal progenitors. At least the discussion has gotten off the "vax" and onto the BIOWEAPON!!!

Since the sheeple are controlled by fear, the focus of the fear has got to be OFF COVID and onto BIOWEAPON. Words have POWER...let's

use them to our benedt. Call this what it is...an attack on humanity. God knows we have the stats to back up our claims. Kennedy's book

is a start but no one will read it. I bought it to support him and the movement, but if I read it I'll want to kill myself. I guess, as I think about

it, it will provide talking points for the debates to come. I've already had two granddaughters jabbed. I can try to save the other

two...hopefully.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John - in my recollection Himmler didn't get religion but instead chose SUICIDE - can you link me to this last moment conversion

that you suggest - thank you
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jlu2thdryahoo.com
Joined On 2/23/2013 9:23:36 AM
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Then indict trump. His so called warp speed, developed the vaccine that he thought should be named after him.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah that is why he defunded the WHO is it? Where are you getting your information? FYI I do not like Trump, but I prefer to stick to

the facts.
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Freedomofchoice1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Another comment to this statement:” “the unlawful killing of a human being with malice aforethought.” THEY will argue that it was done

on expert “health advice” they will absolutely deny they had any part of killing OR malice”…. To be sarcastic…. We all must get the jab to

"save ourselves, our families and co workers and our community”… That is what Australians are still being “tortured” with numerous

times every day via TV advertising…. It is sickening. But equally sickening is the alleged % of our population who media tell us are double

vaxxed  ? THE MSM declare that the % is in the hi 80’s and even some areas hi 90’s % BUT today I have viewed more videos from the

latest FREEDOM marches through many cities in Australia… hundreds of thousand of people demanding our Freedoms, our choices, etc..

fabulous……As after months of “lock up’s” home detention, threats, arrests at home for facebook posting aQueston.. and now we see a

change of plan.. “offers of winning 1 Million Dollars” If you get the jab? Promises and incentives” like we will open the “internal” state

borders and YOU MAY visit your family after many months of it is “forbidden” BUT you must be double vaxxed.

I personally believe that is nothing but “black mail” and I believe that is even here in Australia another “free and wonderful country” is

ILLEGAL! So WHY are the judges here too…. Not prosecuting in cases brought before them.. YES WHO is paying, oh no, sorry,  who is

convincing these judges to NOT do the right thing for the workers, for the people, FOR all Australians? A Barrister said … ( when going to

court)  that it doesn’t matter if you are right or wrong it depends on the best actor on the day!>>> So I sincerely hope whoever is arguing

for your “cases” IS the best actor!!!! That statement shocked me then and I am reminded of this now on a regular bases when hearing

 that judgements that should have gone to the plaintiff are being struck out?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Use video footage to bring the "Best actors" Around to the real truth. Video footage can pack a punch in the gut and override the

denial system, breaking through with truth. People who are in denial may reject intellectual facts, but will respond to gut wrenching

emotional imagery. Photos can help too, but video footage would be best of all.
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Aguila4
Joined On 5/5/2021 5:56:25 AM
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I was waiting for the word genocide to come up. I don't call this murder. I call it genocide.
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CANADIANS:  how does Boyle's strategy translate to Canadian law, Canadian & Provincial lawyers?  Are there parallels between the US

system (federal & state lawyers) and Canadian system (Federal & provincial lawyers) and where each level would dle the court cases?

If there is a snowball's chance in Hell of this helping out the Canadians (it feels like we're in a worse situation than the USA) then WHO /

WHICH PEOPLE WITH WHICH TITLES would we give this information to?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

In The Guardian today: "Boris Johnson has been accused of ignoring a senior olcial’s plan to prepare Britain for the emergence of

vaccine-resistant Covid variants, the Observer can reveal. With the government announcing on Saturday that the drst UK cases of the

OMICRON (my capitals) variant had been detected, the former head of the government’s vaccine taskforce said he could see no evidence

that his blueprint for tackling the most worrying variants – submitted in the spring – had been acted upon. In an interview with the

Observer, Clive Dix, a leading dgure in drug development who chaired the taskforce until April, said that he believed the UK was no longer

“on the front foot” in tackling the pandemic. “I wrote a very specidc proposal on what we should put in place right now for the emergence

of any new virus that escaped the vaccine,” he said. “That was written and handed into the [vaccine taskforce] at the end of April when I

left. I haven’t seen a sign of any of those activities yet." ????
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Ah, Omicron - I wonder if that's the variant I was warned about coming over from South Africa right now.   When are people going to

realize these things get weaker and dzzle out.  If only they would stop vaccinating so these things could just die out altogether.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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variants/ smariants and blah  blah blah - talking points of further Pharma propaganda - stop believing this trash
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KarenBracken
Joined On 3/21/2021 9:01:19 AM
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Due to the fact that Dr. Boyle is the ultimate expert wouldn't it make sense for him to dle a case in his own state?  Or set up an

organization that could, with his guidance, work with groups in other states to move forward with a plan that would work in our own

states.  To jump into this without the proper guidance and understanding of how it works is going to prove futile.  I was under the belief

that everyday citizens could locally dle a Grand Jury complaint on their own.  The process is not something the novice should take on if

the goal is a good result.  To date most people believe the Grand Jury is about as effective as our current corrupt system.  No one takes

the Grand Jury or their outcomes seriously.  I know of cases in which the accused was found guilty and that is where it ended.  No

prosecution, no jail time.  So if not done correctly we are bound to fail.  At this point I am willing to do whatever is necessary and I know

many others that feel the same way but we are not in a position to waste time and resources on yet another failed mission and if people

are not properly educated on how to move forward this effort will fall cat on its face.
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Fedupwithelies
Joined On 2/24/2021 8:03:37 AM
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There are no variants.

They do not exist.

There is no test for any of the named or as yet unnamed variants.

Covid is not a virus.

What the medical world calls a virus is an exosome.

Exosomes do not cause illness.

What does cause illness is toxicity including radiation.

When cells are toxic they produce exosomes and expel them.

That includes exposure to radiation.

This scamdemic is the second largest fraud in history.

The drst is the germ "theory" of disease.

The most successful fraud in history.

Countless trillon$ have been collected by lying to the piblic and even more by stealing wholesale, the entire wealth of populations by

making believe they are being "protected from illness".

For instance, the "war on cancer".

More than 50 years later cancer has not only increased it has become ubiquitous.

And expensive.

Cancer can be "cured" easily and prevented even easier, however our "government" actively prevents it.

Imprisoning or worse, anyone who actually heals anyone.

The entire world is a rotten fraud ruled from the shadows by the most demonic evil creatures unimaginable and EVERYTHING is satanic

evil, monetized, weaponized, and designed to destroy life or make life miserable for a normal human.

Only our creator can extricate us from this evil hell on earth.

Yet almost no one even acknowledges that He exists.
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My brother in Charlotte, NC who is 78 years old took the Pdzer vaccine in Feb. 2021 and now both of his lower legs are swollen badly and

have open wounds that won't heal.  He recently took the booster shot and had high fever for three days afterwards.  His neighbor is about

the same age and has swollen legs like my brother and his doctor told him that it is due to the vaccine. My sister who is 73 years old just

had a lumpectomy and the lump was cancerous.  She has had yearly mammograms and only this year after taking the Pdzer vaccine that

she developed cancer in her breast.
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I agree with criminal prosecution, but I don't see how criminal charges will meet the steep requirement for an injunction, and the cases

would drag on forever.

I still think the way to counteract the vax industry is with vitamin D3 in a blood level range of 100-120 ng/ml. The case would be that the

govt needs to prove that I am capable of getting Covid and capable of transmitting Covid in order to justify a vax mandate. The evidence

for me is no pandemic in millions of dogs (and the OSU Vet Med dnding of zero transmitting by dogs), the GrassRootsHealth.net

incidence of Covid vs blood level showing zero incidence for a blood level >70 ng/ml (forced by the govt to remove it), and the

documented fraudulent calculation of the RDI of vitamin D in 2015 (enduring to this day) as 600 IU instead of 9,000 IU that proves the

govt has actively worked to keep the population badly dedcient. That should be enough to get an injunction. The key would be to provide

the US Supreme Court what they would need to reverse their 2012 precedent that "vaccines are inherently dangerous" (or whatever their

word was), but the greater good justides them anyway.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

911 meets the common cold. Let's take people's basic aversion and fear getting sick and use the HEAVIEST Propaganda to terrorize and

traumatize them to the point where they will eagerly line up for Jim Jones ultimate Electric Kool-Aid! Of course it can't be quite as strong

as the good Reverend's, but that's okay, we will administer it incrementally with Boosters. We'll even throw in a little worldwide martial law

to kick things off, how about that for some Shock and Awe! Brought to you by the same people who are burning down our planet as we

speak, and Pdzer!
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is also this - secularheretic.substack.com/.../the-criminals-and-their-crimes
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

During the period for more than one year where Covid 19 was rampart and vaccines were still in development what did you do as the

health olcer to dnd treatments for a virus that needed an immediate and urgent response? Did you try stuff or ask what was working on

ground zero? Were you aware of the number of deaths and over run hospitals if so were you motivated to dnd treatments?  Was your

actions appropriate for this emergency? If no treatments were made available would that not mean that a yet to be developed vaccine

program was the intended goal. Did you violate your profession's oath? If an ambulance is required at an accident but decides to not turn

up, delay or take the long way round are they accountable? In an emergency I would say yes.  Further the period were no treatments were

made available one must ask what treatments did the elite nay sayers get and then later deny as elcacious publicly thus denying

citizens of the same benedt . So many who should get caught in this conspiracy of not making available re-purposed drugs where the

logic is obvious even before we tackle the conspiracy surrounding the vaccine program.

The uncertainty surrounding if the virus was purposely let out is best answered this way. If it was an accident from the lab at Wuhan was

it then an accident from the city of Wuhan to the rest of the  world?
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ElmerFudd
Joined On 4/28/2020 8:00:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Independent People for the United States of America, Plaintiff vs, the UNITED STATES Federal Municipal Union Government. The

Plaintiff's should sue the defendants, (the child municipal union company 1871) under South Eastern Underwriters Association S.E.U.A.

Decision (1944). Insurance becomes Commerce. (American Exceptionalism v. American Liberalism, Capitalism v. Communism).  This

means the Independents (non-union people). Do not have to pay any "insurance or taxes" to pay for the health, welfare and pensions of

the union government workers appointed or elected, "membership". Have the unions' membership read into the record under their Oaths

of Olce, 5 U.S.C. 3331, 3332, 3333, 7311, and (7324, the Hatch Act). Do this under article VI. You will shut the government down with full

funding !
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone is making the same mistake - using the completely compromised & corrupted "legal" system rather than the lawful system. This

is the very reason no one is making any progress through the "legal" system in spite of mountains of evidence because it is setup to

protect the elite ruling class & suck the money out of the people. Ever notice how cases are stalled, or, drag on for as long as there's

money, but, when the money runs out, the case is quickly over? It's a totally rigged system. The "legal" system let a few wins get through

in order to give people false hope & the illusion that the "legal" system "works"! The "legal" system was created by the BAR Society, for

which, became the gatekeepers to the "law" through the "rules of civil procedure" in order for the people to get access to the courts.

Understand the three jurisdictions of L-A-W. Land - Air - Water. The "legal" system operates in the jurisdiction of the Water -

Maritime/Admiralty Law, which is, contract/corporate law. The correct jurisdiction for We, the People, is that of the land known as
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Maritime/Admiralty Law, which is, contract/corporate law. The correct jurisdiction for We, the People, is that of the land known as

common law, or, law of the land. Beware that the BAR has usurped "common law" to mean "case law", or, "precedence" from previous

rulings, for which, occurred in the jurisdiction of the "Water".

Anna von Reitz, David Straight, Karl Lentz, Alphonse Faggiolo & Christopher James are good people working to educate & guide people in

re-establishing correct jurisdictions & "the rule of law":

1) https://annavonreitz.com/  & states.americanstatenationals.org

2) https://awarriorcalls.com  (start by watching the 4 short videos under the "Foundational Knowledge" tab

3) long set of videos by David Straight explaining much of the fraud & how to correct it: https://awarriorcalls.com

/david-straight-video-series/

4) https://iamhassentmetoyou.com/

5) https://theloresociety.com/

NOTE: Only local sheriffs swear an oath to the Constitution of "The United States of America" (correct name)
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To reinforce that this is the only way forward is to know that about two years ago, the State Dept reported that there were about

45,000 State Nationals & that about 40,000 of them were lawyers! Lawyers would never become State Nationals if they didn't know

the truth about the different jurisdictions & the protections/power that comes with having the correct status & standing in the

correct jurisdiction.

Mike Pompeo, Secretary of State, at the time, said there was a lot of people sending in their documentation correcting their lawful

status.

Furthermore, how many people know:

1) The United States of America turned over jurisdiction to the UN the lands of Manhattan (where the UN is), most of the national

parks & protected areas, as well as, a 50 mile strip of land all along the southern border.

2) Congress & every state turned over their jurisdiction & health authority over to the WHO in around 1994.

3) Congress & every state turned over control of all police forces & military to the UN in times of crisis. Each olcer has two

uniforms depending on who is in charge at any given time. This is why there are hundreds of UN military assault vehicles stashed

in warehouses all over the continent. Your local sheriff is not under these authorities.

There are many steps needed to save our freedom & liberty, however, at a high level, they can be categorized under two main

initiatives:

1) most immediately, of imminent importance, the people must rise up in numbers, peacefully, & reject the fraud of the plandemic,

including lockdown measures & the "vax". The medical tyranny fraud & climate change killing of the economy has to be stopped,

post-haste.

2) correct one's status, establish correct standing & jurisdiction, claim back rightful ownership of property. Anna von Reitz is

leading this effort.

DO NOT BE FOOLED INTO BELIEVING THAT THE LEGAL/JUSTICE SYSTEM WILL SAVE ANYTHING OTHER THAN THE TYRANTS!
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM
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Good news Mercolites!  As Chicago once stated in a song....Only the Beginning.

healthimpactnews.com/2021/bill-gates-charged-with-murder-for-covid-19-..
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow.  Finally an article with a gameplan that can work without violence.  I belong in a local political "Patriots Group" that can do this sort

of thing.  We got rid of mask mandates in our local school.  You should look for a local group.  Put em all in Jail using our courts so we

dont have to resort to the more uncivilized actions like tar and feathering with a lynch dessert that may feel good but dont help in long

run.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would love to do this where Iive. Unfortunately, a) I don't personally know anyone who died from or even had covid (though there are

some I suspect had it but were never tested), b) I don't personally know anyone who has died or been maimed by the jabs (though there

are plenty that I suspect), and c) I can't imagine any elected olcial in this bluest of blue states having the courage or integrity to pursue

this. Wondering more and more each day why I bother to stay here.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM
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Form a Militia to protect any prosecutor that receives threats.  They can also protect you.  I feel like you but people like us are the

countrys only hope. They want to force you to jab but you dont. Why let them force us to quit?
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I met some people today who think they had COVID, like me, before it was recognised and named. ie. November 2019. We need to

revisit the timeline. Viruses do not get named until they are pandemic/endemic, so it had to be already ciruculating.
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quantumfome
Joined On 1/18/2010 4:17:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank God I live in Alabama and our Governor Kay Ivey and our State's Attorney support the free will of the public and our right NOT to

have poison pushed into our bodies. Thank you and God Bless you Governor Ivey and Steve Marshall, for doing the right thing no matter

how hard it seems. Also thank you Dr. Mercola for standing for truth and our health under the tremendous pressure from big money

pharma companies and their puppets the media. God Speed.
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KingofthePaupers
Joined On 11/1/2010 5:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, prosecuting the mass murderers would help but to dispel the fear, drst expose that the Covid Mortality Hyped Hundredfold.  Wouldn't

it smash the mandatory vaccine paradigm to prove the Covid Mortality Hyped Hundredfold www.amazon.com/.../b09dfgld8d  threat was

a hoax?
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Heavy protest in Europe. Perhaps getting too large for the media to ignore. Substantial books exposing all of the nefarious intentions

behind this worldwide injection campaign turning into bestsellers. Omigod we need to come up with something quick - real quick!
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hardly anyone I know of gets sick anymore, and yet we are living in a pandemic. Up until a year and a half ago if I was as sick as a dog I

would still have to beg my employer to give me a day or two off in the heart of it to recover. Boy do I miss the good old days!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Holding people accountable. Now there is a novel idea!
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pam9582
Joined On 3/15/2018 7:11:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it is possible for local prosecutors to ask for assistance from the state attorney general in prosecuting the case in state courts.

Also, if a county attorney won't perform his job (prosecute the case) the citizenry can ask the state attorney general to intervene.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

operationdisclosureolcial.com/2021/11/27/greg-hunters-usawatchdog-ka..  

Boyle is correct. Good luck with most of those federal judges.

The DHHS has betrayed the public trust since 1986. This story can be found within this insightful interview between these two men and

therein also lies the makings of a lawsuit for failure to perform, or more importantly a more immediate court injunction to halt the

murderous kill shots aimed at our youngest age groups.    media.livecast365.com/highwire/thehighwire/content/1635806248371.mp4
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myw2616
Joined On 2/15/2021 8:20:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately I live in NYS I am interested in learning strategies we can use here. I was goven.an idea of performing citizens arrests of

individuals in the village.and town that I live in using the fauci dossier and RFK's book as my evidence that the.crime of fraud,

racketeering and treason has been committed in my local area. I would appreciate any feedback and help I can get with the.move.I.would

like to make.
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elwolf101
Joined On 10/21/2008 9:21:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"What are they going to do? Kill us all"? Teehee (Jewish midget-- SHIP OF FOOLS)
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suz7443
Joined On 4/28/2021 12:57:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where is the form so I can put my reaction to the covid shot.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

VAERS
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mcgeehee
Joined On 5/26/2010 9:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For any willing resident of Texas, please contact Dr Richard M Fleming (who’s been interviewed by Dr Mercola a few times) for help with

implementing this strategy. I have been in email contact with him to assist in dghting the federal employee mandate, but I live/work in

Korea (yes, as a federal employee) so traveling to his Dallas olce is not an option for me. If you can visit, please make initial contact at

his website below:

https://www.cemingmethod.com
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you want legitimate answers, ask legitimate questions.  At one time, this was the role of the press, no longer.  It becomes the

responsibility of the individual. Is the “Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle” real or false?  Use your common sense.  The following will assist

in your journey for the “Truth.”  stateofthenation.co        Watch the video - it is well done.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are important questions to be answered for such action to succeed. A focus on deaths (murder) must clearly demonstrate cause of

death. Are there many paths to provable deaths by vaccination, many causes? Cause can be complicated. Let’s focus, for the moment, on

vaccine causes, perhaps the easiest to prove.  Is it possible that all COVID vaccine deaths are caused by the vaccine unintentionally

entering the bloodstream? This might occur through direct injection into a vein, or by puncturing or rupturing a vein with the needle, such

that some or all of the vaccine migrates into the bloodstream. This single cause creates a wide variety of exposures. It is can also result

in low frequency, scattered incidents of death, with more deaths caused by inexperienced injectors.

If injection into the bloodstream causes death, we then need to ask which vaccine components cause the deaths when injected into the

bloodstream. It seems unlikely that the mRNA modidcation could act so quickly as we see in some cases. Is it the adjuvants? Is it some

other component having other purposes? Or is it, as is often suggested, simply an allergic reaction? Do different cases have different

causes of death?  If injuries and deaths can be demonstrated as caused by injection of adjuvants into the bloodstream, we might

understand not just COVID vaccine deaths, but also vaccine-autism.

But that offence is not murder, but negligence, perhaps manslaughter. By whom? The drug companies have Wakedelded this question

forever, intentionally suppressing research.  Law court decisions are based on specidc causes in specidc cases. Medical science relies

on statistics, pretending that no real causes exist. That’s why most “vaccine caused” claims are not allowed in the courts. Perhaps the

most important consequence of mRNA technologies for most people is not death, but reduced healthiness, increasing deaths

“statistically”. This too is criminal, but much more dilcult to prove in court.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the point is not to be forced to resign out of apathy or the risk of failure - pursuit of every avenue is most likely to eventually result

in a door being opened - but being negative about the possibility of success before even attempting to act is guaranteed to result

in failure
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Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Yes, stanleybecker, I too am worried that success will not take us to where we want to go - to stop the insanity of mass vaccination

by media, science, and individual manipulation.  At the same time, I believe there are many paths to different successes. We need

to tackle forced isolation, masks, vaccines, as individual intentional unhealthy actions. It's complicated. We need to tackle them in

the courts, but not just in the courts. But I'm not being negative, I'm trying to understand where we can dnd success. My comments

are based on theories of cause and effect, based on a theory of cure. Every illness has many possible past causes and many

possible present causes (cure causes, which when addressed lead to a cure). Courts like cause and effect. Bureaucratic medicine

avoids cause and effect, preferring statistical causes. We need to understand this difference to win any court cases.

If it can be demonstrated that venous injection causes death in some cases - or perhaps in most cases of injuries and deaths,

then: We know that these cases cannot be predicted in advance because they are based on specidc physical attributes where the

needle meets the cesh. Proof of this reality supports PERSONAL CHOICE - not based on religion, allergies, or other factors outside

of individual control.  Proof of cause, proof that the cause is random and uncontrollable, makes it clear that rapid death by vaccine

is a lottery. I don't want to buy a ticket.  It might not demonstrate that deaths are caused by mRNA technologies. That's a harder hill

to climb. More science is required - and science is actively being suppressed.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tracy, you said: "Law court decisions are based on specidc causes in specidc cases. " Not necessarily. It is more often based on

the politics of the day and on emotional overrides in the factual brain. To that end, video footage will be important to combat the

problem of such a brain override. Appeal to the gut, not just the head.  As for the political sway which incuences court ruling (let's

be honest even if they would deny this truth), this is dilcult. We have to help to convince the general public. Blogging can help.

I say as before, send three copies of Robert F Kennedy's book about Fauci, to the school parent-teacher associations (PTAs) who

have tremendous political clout and will wake up many more critically important people...if they themselves are awake and aware.

Send three copies to three individuals on the same PTA board, to assure that at least one of them actually reads the book. We can

help to wake up the general masses in strategic ways, breaking  through the media blackout. Do the same with college students,

they help to waken the slumbering giant because of being vocal and their sway over their parents, who listen to their kids where

they might otherwise turn a deaf ear. Thank you all for your help.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Mirándola: yes, but legal decisions are specidc cases, not statistics. They require a different approach than medical

recommendations. Medical decisions need to a blend of recommendation and situations specidc to the case. I also think that

there are many possibilities for taking Fauci, or those who follow his recommendations like remdesivir to court for injuries and

deaths.
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junebabywoh.rr.com
Joined On 8/30/2017 2:46:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW! this scenario would be great I love it!    And I will make a sincere effort to send this article to the person from my state listed above.

The federal government has alot of money and power!   Thank you Dr. Mercola for all you do!  We have your books and they're awesome.

 We buy your supplements and love them!   Dr. Mercola, please keep up your good work!
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Re the books listed , another useful resource is “Virus Mania” by Engelbrecht, Bailey and others which explains how the medical and

pharmaceutical industries continually invent ‘epidemics’ creating a new ‘religion’:  “Research hypotheses covering areas of virus research

are practically never scientidcally verided with appropriate controls. Instead, they are established by “consensus.” This is then rapidly

reshaped into a dogma, elciently perpetuated in a quasi-religious manner by the media, including ensuring that research funding is

restricted to projects supporting the dogma, excluding research into alternative hypotheses. A key tool to keep dissenting voices out of

the debate is censorship at various levels ranging from the popular media to scientidc publications.”
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Cabochon - what is the name of this religion? - Virofaith or the Holy Viral Ghost -?
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The name of the religion might be "Standard of Care" based on the facts that standards of care are not Standards of Cure, and that

Standards of Care, like vaccines - do not even require disease to be present.
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resurgum
Joined On 8/9/2020 10:10:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Defense attorney Dr. Robert Servatius (at the Dachau trials) expanded on the theme of U.S. Army human experimentation he had located

a Life magazine article, published in June of 1945, that described how OSRD conducted experiments on 800 U.S. prisoners during the

war, he read the entire article, in the courtroom. None of the American (?) judges was familiar with the article, nor were most members of

the prosecution, and its presentation in court clearly caught the Americans off guard. Because the article specidcally discussed U.S.

Army wartime experiments on prisoners, it was incredibly damaging for the prosecution. “Prison life is ideal for controlled laboratory

work with humans,” Servatius read, quoting American doctors who had been interviewed by Life reporters. The idea that extraordinary

times call for extraordinary measures, and that both nations had used human test subjects during war, was unsettling. It pushed the core

Nazi concept of the Untermenschen to the side. The Nuremberg prosecutors were left looking like hypocrites.

The U.S. prosecution cew in Dr. Andrew Ivy to explain the differences in medical ethics between German and U.S. medical experiments.

Interestingly, Dr. Ivy himself had been involved in malaria experiments on inmates at the Illinois State Penitentiary. When Dr. Ivy

mentioned that the United States had specidc research standards for medical experimentation on humans, it turned out that these

principles WERE FIRST PUBLISHED on December 28, 1946. Dr. Ivy had to admit that the U.S. principles on medical ethics in human

experimentation had been made in anticipation of Dr. Ivy’s testimony at the Doctors’ Trial."

Dr Klaus Schilling was a renowned and  internationally famous parasitologist brought out of retirement to address the issue of malaria,

the US was losing more men to malaria in the Pacidc than to enemy action and Dr Charles Larson tried but failed to have him pemitted to

write up his critical work, Dachau was a turkey shoot.
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the hype for this new omicron or Moronic as Retsbew cleverly says, should fall by itself in few weeks if it is as it seems, one

infected here, 10 there, 4 in Belgium or wherever. Let us wait two weeks and I hope everything will go as lately, some calm.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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the HYPE always starts somewhere
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resurgum
Joined On 8/9/2020 10:10:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How does the 2% control the 98%, simple, make sure they are the gatekeepers and Louis Brandeis was a prime example and he only got

the job because Wilson was blackmailed.
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CivilizationHoax
Joined On 3/29/2021 4:04:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok but why would we contact the State Attorneys General when you just told us NOT to because they will dle suit in Federal Court?
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and6079
Joined On 2/16/2021 8:59:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Boyle is suggesting not to dle in federal court because the federal legal system is part of the club and won't hold anyone
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Boyle is suggesting not to dle in federal court because the federal legal system is part of the club and won't hold anyone

accountable - and accordingly suggests that state prosecutors are sequestered to bring charges.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/28/2021 4:40:07 AM

- Like  . Dislike

 

Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989 has only been selectively enforced.  Most of the major nations have tralcked in

chemical and/or biological and/or radioactive weapons of mass destruction.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/28/2021 1:50:51 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

because the honey is in the money Almond

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/28/2021 5:22:50 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All the more reason to invoke the law, dig in heels deep and stand tall and drmly rooted, holding olcials and others accountable

 to the law which we pay them to do. And let them know that we pay them. They need to be reminded. I have seen olcials and

police back down from their position when the law was invoked. Boundaries are key. People will run over those without boundaries,

roughshod, but are more likely to (I did not say guaranteed to) honor the boundaries wherever they are held up.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whether the covid virus was a lab created purposefully released bioweapon or not, the suppression of effective inexpensive treatments is

a Criminal Coverup that has been standard procedure for pharma/CDC for over a century! Megadose Vit C, D, NAC are effective along with

lifesaving nebulized H2O2/iodine and lung-clearing NAC...  HCQ, Ivermec, O3 and MMS chlorite ...Zinc, selenium, magnesium; all

denounced, labeled with doubt and censored. At least, Sue these devils for purposeful public disinformation.
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I have taken all of the above in my healing journey and all of them have helped. What hasn't helped was losing my darling dog two

months ago, but I am siphoning the energy I was using to look after her, into getting better and writing.
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(B)ILL GATES CHARGED WITH MURDER      Bill Gates Charged with Murder for Vaccine Death in India’s High Court – Death Penalty Sought

     healthimpactnews.com/2021/bill-gates-charged-with-murder-for-covid-19-..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

boy - would prison time cramp his lifestyle!  All the money in the world, he's so protected, who can touch him?  Looking at Africa -

didn't he say he wanted to go there?  The region with the least amount of covid by population/in the world?  Lordy - I said lock your

doors Africa, don't let Gate in because death will follow.   It's been pretty hard on South Africans - last I checked, this region had

89,000 deaths and it was really freaking everyone out.  Our friend said everyone knows someone who's died now.  He couldn't

imagine NOT getting vaxxed - but then, what good did it do?
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and6079
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Thanks for that.
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lovetosing - South African Health Minister has declared that Fauci is the "expert" he is following - like counting deaths from any

cause as always being Covid - like the USA {his mentor} this has been incentivized through bonus payments
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indianbarassociation.in/worlds-drst-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-..   The India Bar Association dled this case based on the

death of, (they claim), only one single person by the coronavirus vaccine, while downplaying to insane degrees, the numbers of

paralysis cases from the polio vaccine. This could get the case tossed, and is that their intention? Let's hope not.  So is their case a

bluff, are they protecting or prosecuting Bill Gates? We have to stay in touch with the Indian courts and the India Bar Association to

let them know that the public is watching and that we are blogging to shed the light of transparency on them.

The positive hope however, is that the India Bar Association did say they expect Iakhs, meaning hundreds of thousands, of

coronavirus-vaccine-related injury claims to be dled. We don't want to see even one single injury or death, however this does also

bode a note of hope for the sincerity of the case. Transparency and blogging will be very important. Let them know the world is

watching them.
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Hi Mirandola. The Polio and HPV vaccine will also be on the charges against (B)ill Gates, I quote the article: A previous case

against Bill Gates for murdering 8 female children during vaccine trials for the HPV vaccine Gardasil in India is also mentioned.

The Petitioner also relied upon the criminal antecedents of Bill Gates in killing 8 female children by unauthorized trial of HPV

vaccines in India and judgment of Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court in Kalpana Mehta’s Case (2018) 7 SCC 1, which is a

strong proof against Bill Gates and his vaccine syndicate. The India Polio vaccine program sponsored by Bill Gates is also

referenced in the charges. Petitioner has also referred to the proofs of sinister plan of Bill Gates in polio programme which spoiled

the lives of 4.5 lakh children in India as they suffered new type of paralysis. This is also an additional proof of Bill Gates’ pervert

and criminal mindset.
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GabriellaK
Joined On 12/12/2011 2:29:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In this interview they talk only about the effect this crisis has had and is having on the USA.  Well, what about the effect on the rest of the

world?  Do they not think the research, which is mostly driven by agencies in the USA, has an impact world wide?  Should those scientists

not be tasked with responsibility for this worldwide fear and tyranny and mass murder?
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! They SHOULD!  Hold them all  responsible for this  hoax of fear and murder on the whole world!
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NoFear11
Joined On 1/12/2021 5:27:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hence the need for both national court injunctions AND the world courts, mostly the Nuremberg Charter should be invoked

everywhere by we, the people and citizens of the world.  The US still leads the way in the Western Anglo speaking world due to the

power of a (albeit- waning) super power.  Civil and legal ‘disobedience’ is the only way forward.  This simple act of people, in

droves of ever growing numbers, is our biggest power. Power in numbers. OUR side, is the only side of this war that is constantly

adding new, awakened ‘members’. We will win this war on humanity.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the USA put us all into this MESS - and it stands to reason that the USA should therefore TAKE US OUT OF THIS MESS !!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, they should. But as comment to Stanleybecker and others feeling similarly, while you are right that Fauci et al are responsible,

so are the other governments who are deeply in cahoots. BigPharma has bought politics world wide, evidently. That is the problem

at its root, right there.  Dr MErcola's exposees about BigPharma may be more relevant than ever before, and more so than anyone

could ever have foreseen. GabriellaK, your post belongs toward the top of the forum yet is at the bottom. I see this as something to

be watchful of. LUrking eyes may downvote. I gave your post a "Like" to move it up, but it did not budge. WTF?  I would suggest

cross posting your statement to someone else's thread where it appears in an apppropriate way to that thread's content.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems the root cause,  China, has to share much blame for this Covid mess. While the rest of the affected world is arguing and

debating about Covid, China must be LOL.
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cralef
Joined On 11/29/2013 12:09:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COVID ? 1) evolved naturally  2) lab leak 3) intentional release
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lab creation and intentional release...my 2 cents
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